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INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc networks inherently have very different
properties from conventional networks. A mobile ad hoc
network (MANET) is a collection of mobile nodes that are
self configuring (network can be run solely by the operation
of the end-users), capable of communicating with each other,
establishing and maintaining connections as needed. Nodes in
MANET are both routers and terminals. These networks are
dynamic in the sense that each node is free to join and leave
the network in a nondeterministic way. These networks do
not have a clearly defined physical boundary, and therefore,
have no specific entry or exit point. Although MANET is a
very promising technology, challenges are slowing its development and deployment. Nodes in ad hoc networks are in
general limited in battery power, CPU and capacity. Hence,
the transmission ranges of these devices are also limited and
nodes have to rely on the neighboring nodes in the network
to route the packet to its destination node. Ad hoc networks
are sometimes referred to as multi-hop networks, where a
hop is a direct link between two nodes.
MANET has many important applications, including
battlefield operations, emergency rescues, mobile conferencing, home and community networking, sensor dust and
so forth.
Due to limited memory and computational power, nodes
in MANETs have limited services and security provision.
Unlike wired networks which have a higher level of security for gateways and routers, ad hoc networks have characteristics such as dynamically changing topology, weak

physical protection of nodes, no established infrastructure
or centralized administration and high dependence on inherent node cooperation. The routing protocols used in the
current generation of mobile ad hoc networks, like Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR), and Ad hoc On Demand Distance
Vector Routing Protocol (AODV), are based on the principle
that all nodes will cooperate, but dynamic and cooperative
nature of MANETS presents substantial challenges to this
assumption (Johnson, Maltz, & Broch, 2001; Perkins &
Royer, 1999). Without node cooperation in a mobile ad hoc
network, routes cannot be established, and packets cannot be
forwarded. As a consequence, access control mechanisms,
(similar to firewalls in wired networks) are not feasible.
However, cooperative behavior, such as forwarding other
node’s messages, cannot be taken for granted because any
node could misbehave. Misbehavior means deviation from
regular routing and forwarding protocol assumption. It may
arise for several reasons, non-intentionally when a node
is faulty or intentionally when a node may want to save
its resources. Cooperation in mobile ad hoc networks is a
big issue of consideration. To save battery, bandwidth, and
processing power, nodes should not forward packets for
others. If this dominant strategy is adopted, the outcome is
a nonfunctional network when multi-hop routes are needed,
so all nodes are worse off. Without any counter policy, the
effects of misbehavior have been shown to dramatically decrease network performance. Depending on the proportion of
misbehaving nodes and their strategies, network throughput
could decrease, and there could be packet losses, denial of
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service or network portioning. These detrimental effects of
misbehavior can endanger the entire network.
Wireless ad hoc networks are vulnerable to various
attacks. These include passive eavesdropping, active interfering, impersonation, modification of packets and denialof-service. Intrusion prevention measures, such as strong
authentication and redundant transmission, can be used to
tackle some of these attacks. However, these techniques can
address only a subset of the threats, and moreover, are costly
to implement due to the limited memory and computation
power on nodes. We can identify two types of uncooperative
nodes: faulty or malicious and selfish. Faulty or malicious
behavior refers to the broad class of misbehavior in which
nodes are either faulty and can therefore not follow a protocol,
or are intentionally malicious and try to attack the system.
Selfishness refers to no cooperation in certain network operations. In mobile ad hoc networks, the main threat from selfish
nodes is dropping of packets (black hole), which may affect
the performance of the network severely. Faulty, malicious
and selfish nodes are misbehaved nodes.

coordination of nodes among them and to protocol. A few
attacks are outlined in this section and others are discussed
in detail in the cited references.

ROUTING IN MANETs

•

Dynamic Source Routing is a popular routing protocol for
ad hoc networks and was proposed for MANET by Johnson,
Maltz and Broch (2001). In DSR, nodes do not store route to
different nodes but they are discovered as they are needed.
This type of routing is called Reactive routing and protocols
used in this are called Reactive Protocols (e.g., DSR, AODV,
etc.). DSR works as follows: Nodes send out a ROUTE
REQUEST (RREQ) message, all nodes that receive this
message put themselves into the source route and forward
it to their neighbors, unless they have received the same
request before. If a receiving node is the destination, or has
a route to the destination, it does not forward the request, but
sends a REPLY (RREP) message containing the full source
route. It may send that reply along the source route in reverse
order or issue a ROUTE REQUEST including the route to
get back to the source, if the former is not possible due to
asymmetric links. After receiving one or several routes, the
source selects the best (by default the shortest) route, stores
it, and sends messages along that path. The better the route
metrics (number of hops, delay, bandwidth, or other criteria)
and the sooner the REPLY arrives at the source, the higher
the preference given to the route and the longer it will stay
in the cache. Because route to the destination is put into the
packet, it is called source routing.

Attacks on DSR
There are a number of attacks possible on DSR protocol
because there is no security measure and it assumes honest
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Dropping of packets by a node takes into account the
following scenarios-Drop all packets not destined to it
or perform only partial dropping. Partial dropping can be
restricted to specific types, such as only data packets, or
route control packets that contain it or packets destined
to specific nodes.
Avoid sending a ROUTE ERROR when having detected an error, to prevent other nodes from looking
for alternative routes.
By sending forged routing packets, an attacker can create a so-called black hole, a node where all packets are
discarded or all packets are lost.
Attempt to make routes that go through one appear
longer by adding some virtual nodes to the route. Thus,
a shorter route will be chosen, avoiding this node.
Modify the nodes list in the header of a ROUTE REQUEST or a ROUTE REPLY to misroute packets and to
add incorrect routes in the route cache of other nodes.
Decrease the hop count (TTL) when receiving a packet,
so that the packet will never be received by the destination. This attack could be detected by the previous node
in route by enhanced passive acknowledgment.
Initiate frequent ROUTE REQUEST to consume bandwidth and energy and to cause congestion.
Send route replies with a time not proportional to the
length of the route. This can give more priority to long
routes, thus attracting routes to the attacker, or less
priority to short routes, thus avoiding the attacker.

Listed above are some frequent attacks possible on DSR
operating without any security measurements.

INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS
Intrusion detection systems (IDS), especially those which
are reputation-based, are a new paradigm and are being used
for enhancing security in different areas. These systems
are lightweight, easy to use and are capable to face a wide
variety of attacks as long as they are observable. Among
these mechanisms, some of the popular ones are CORE,
CONFIDANT, OCEAN and SAFE.

Reputation-Based IDS
Reputation-based IDS do not rely on the conventional use of
a common secret to establish confidential and secure communication between two parties. Instead, they are simply
based on each other’s observations (Buchegger & Le Boudec,
2005). To be more precise, every node in the network moni-
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tors the packet emission of its neighboring nodes and derives
a reputation value for them. If any misbehavior is detected,
this information is broadcasted to the neighboring nodes in
order to help them to protect themselves against this fraud
(Buchegger & Le Boudec, 2003). Different architectures
using the reputation concept for securing packet forwarding have been proposed so far (Resnick & Zeckhauser,
2002). The reputation herein is simply bound to how “good
routers” the nodes are. Monitoring the packet loss carried
out by the neighborhood is one of the main tasks of these
reputation-based systems (Marti, Giuli, & Baker, 2000).
The monitoring operation was implemented in CORE and
CONFIDANT using a packet overhearing technique based
on the promiscuous mode.

a reputation about him or her from our personal (firsthand)
and some body else‘s (secondhand) experience. Reputationbased systems are built on this principle. Such systems are
used to decide who to trust, and to encourage trustworthy
behavior. Resnick and Zeckhauser identify three goals for
reputation systems (Resnick & Zeckhauser, 2002):

Issues Being Addressed

Watchdog and Path-rater are some essential components
of any Reputation-based Intrusion detection System (Buchegger & Le Boudec, 2004). Complementing DSR with a
watchdog increases throughput of mobile ad hoc networks.
Misbehavior Detection and Reputation Systems may or may
not be distributed. Here, fully distributed means whether
information regarding one’s reputation is immediately
propagated in the whole network or not. In the latter case,
nodes are fully dependent on their own personal view about
other nodes reputation and behavior.
Distributed IDS protocols either rely only on firsthand
information or on positive secondhand information. CONFIDANT and CORE fall into this category. Some basic problems
with this approach of global reputation systems are:

There are few basic problems in MANET that need to be kept
in mind while designing any security solution. First, it is often
very hard to differentiate intrusions and normal operations or
conditions in MANET because of the dynamically changing
topology and volatile physical environment. Second, mobile
nodes are autonomous units that are capable of roaming
independently in unrestricted geographical topology. This
means that nodes with inadequate physical protection can be
captured, compromised, or hijacked. Third, decision-making
in ad hoc networks is usually decentralized and many ad hoc
network algorithms rely on the cooperative participation of
all nodes. Most ad hoc routing protocols are also cooperative
in nature and hence can be easily misguided by false routing
information (Yau & Mitchell, 2003).
It is observed that without countermeasure the effect of
misbehavior dramatically decreases network performance.
Intrusion prevention measures, such as authentication and
encryption, can be used as the first line of defense against
attacks in MANETs. However, even if these prevention
schemes can be implemented perfectly, they still cannot
eliminate all attacks, especially the internal or insider attacks.
Also, they are costly to implement on mobile nodes from
the point of view of limited computation power and energy
needed. Another possible solution to this problem is similar
to the concept of economic incentives, but the problem with
them is that they need a centralized banking system and
tamper proof hardware, and a more basic question is who
will pay and how much ?

Architecture and Working Principle of
Reputation-Based IDS
Reputation-based systems are used for enhancing security
in ad hoc networks as they model cooperation between the
nodes which is inspired from our social behavior. As in our
daily life, when we meet somebody for the first time, we build

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

To provide information to distinguish between a trustworthy principal and an untrustworthy principal,
To encourage principals to act in a trustworthy manner, and
To discourage untrustworthy principals from participating in the service the reputation mechanism is present
to protect.

Every node has to maintain O(n) reputation information
where n is number of nodes in network.
Extra traffic generation in reputation exchange.
Extra computation in accepting indirect reputation
information (secondhand information), especially
Bayesian Estimation.
Security issues in reputation exchange such as reputation
data packets can be modified.

CONFIDANT, proposed by Buchegger and Le Boudec,
detects misbehaving nodes by means of observation or by
ALARM signals from neighborhood (Buchegger & Le
Boudec, 2002). CONFIDANT aggressively informs nodes
in neighborhood about misbehavior of the malicious node.
The weight-age of ALARM warning signal depends upon
the level of trust that is believed by receiving node. CONFIDANT uses Bayesian Estimation for various measures
and calculation of trust and reputation and thus IDS become
complex. Each ad hoc running a CONFIDANT system
comprises of a:
•
•

Monitor, for observation purpose,
Reputation Manager, for calculating reputation of other
nodes,
2559
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•
•

Trust Manager, for calculating level of trust to a particular node, which is used in calculating weightage of
ALARM from that node, and
Path Manager, for update path information in route cache
as the reputation of neighborhood nodes changes. For
example, Deletion of paths containing malicious node,
selection of path from various available path option on
particular situation and so forth.

CONFIDANT is vulnerable to false accusation if trusted
nodes lie or if several liars collude.
Michiardi and Molva (2002) proposed a mechanism
called CORE, to enforce node cooperation in mobile ad
hoc network. In this mechanism, reputation is a measure of
someone’s contribution to network operations. Members
that have a good reputation can use available resources
while members with a bad reputation, because they refused
to cooperate, are gradually excluded from the community.
CORE defines three types of reputation:
1.
2.
3.

Subjective reputation is a reputation value which is locally calculated based on direct observation.
Indirect reputation is secondhand reputation information
which is established by other nodes.
Functional reputation is related to a certain function,
where each function is given a weight as to its importance.
For example, data packet forwarding may be deemed to
be more important than forwarding packets with route
information, so data packet forwarding will be given
greater weight in the reputation calculations.

CORE reputation values range from positive (+1), through
null (0), to negative (-1). CORE suffers from the problem
of unwanted consequence of good reputation, where a good
node may even wish to decrease its reputation by behaving
badly to prevent its resources from being overused. The
CORE mechanism assumes that every node will use the
same reputation calculations and will also assign the same
weights to the same functions. This is a potentially inappropriate assumption in heterogeneous ad hoc networks,
where devices with different capabilities and roles are likely
to place different levels of importance on different functions
depending upon CPU usage, battery usage and so forth. One
can take advantage of this situation and may perform only
those functions which have higher preferences in calculating reputation.
A second type of IDS is one that solely depends upon
the firsthand observation for reputation maintenance. Nodes
make routing decision based on only the direct observation
of its neighbor’s node. This eliminates most of the trust
manager complexity but in highly mobile ad hoc network it
might not be appropriate to only depend solely upon personal
observation. But also using secondhand information can sig-
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nificantly accelerate the detection and subsequent isolation
of malicious nodes in mobile ad hoc networks.
OCEAN by Bansal and Baker relies exclusively on
firsthand observations for ratings and avoids indirect (secondhand) reputation information. In OCEAN, the rating of
each node is initialized to Neutral (0), with every positive
action resulting in an increment (+1) of the rating, and every
negative action resulting in a decrement (-2) of the rating
(Bansal & Baker, 2003). Once the rating of a node falls below
a certain faulty threshold (-40), the node is added to a faulty
list. The faulty list represents a list of misbehaving nodes.
If the rating is below the faulty threshold, the node is added
to the faulty list. This faulty list is appended to the route
request by each node broadcasting it to be used as an avoid
list. A route is rated good or bad depending on whether the
next hop is on the faulty list. In addition to the rating, nodes
keep track of the forwarding balance with their neighbors
by maintaining a chip count for each node.
OCEAN’s approach is to disallow any secondhand reputation exchanges. Routing decisions are made based solely
on direct observations of neighboring nodes behavior. This
eliminates most trust management complexity. The basic
problem with OCEAN is that it does not take secondhand
information that can significantly improve detection of
malicious nodes. Also, authors only consider individual bad
behavior, not collusion of nodes.

CONCLUSION
Mobile ad hoc networks have a number of significant security
issues which cannot be solved alone by Intrusion detection
systems. Physical security of nodes is another very important
issue. Reputation systems are used to establish trust and
encourage trustworthy behavior and cooperation among
nodes. In this article, we have critically examined the existing
systems and outlined their strength and shortcomings.
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KEY TERMS
Ad Hoc Network: A mobile ad hoc network (MANET)
is a kind of wireless ad hoc network, and is a self-configuring
network of mobile routers (and associated hosts) connected
by wireless links—the union of which form an arbitrary
topology.
Bandwidth: Bandwidth is a measure of frequency range
and is typically measured in hertz. Bandwidth is related to
channel capacity for information transmission.
Denial of Service (DoS): Is an attempt to make a computer resource unavailable to its intended users. Typically,
the targets are high-profile Web servers where the attack is
aiming to cause the hosted Web pages to be unavailable on
the Internet. It is a computer crime that violates the Internet
proper use policy as indicated by the Internet Architecture
Board (IAB).
Firewalls: A logical barrier designed to prevent unauthorized or unwanted communications between sections of
a computer network.
Gateway: A computer or a network that allows or controls
access to another computer or network.
Intrusion Detection System (IDS): Is used to detect
many types of malicious network traffic and computer usage
that can’t be detected by a conventional firewall.
Promiscuous Mode: Refers to a configuration of a
network interface wherein a setting is enabled so that the
interface passes all traffic it receives to the CPU rather than
just packets addressed to it, a feature normally used for
packet sniffing.
Routers: A router acts as a junction between two or more
networks to transfer data packets among them.
Reputation: As a socially transmitted belief (i.e., belief
about belief) concerns properties of agents, namely their
attitudes toward some socially desirable behavior, be it
cooperation, reciprocity, or norm-compliance.
Terminal: In the context of telecommunications, a
terminal is a device which is capable of communicating
over a line.
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